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Description

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to a gas-regulating unit
for regulating a gas pressure in a gas-tight liquid-storage
tank, in which stored liquid is sealed by covering a top
surface of the stored liquid with an isolating-gas, in par-
ticular, a gas-regulating unit having a simplified gas pip-
ing structure and high serviceability.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventionally, in a large liquid-storage tank,
an internal gas pressure is changed, for example, by a
gas space increased or decreased by receiving or re-
leasing stored liquid, or for another example, by the air
or vapor increased or decreased by an outside atmos-
phere condition. For coping with the changing internal
gas pressure, a breathing valve system is mounted on
the large liquid-storage tank.
[0003] On the other hand, when the storage liquid is
such as petroleum derivative products or chemical liq-
uids, a gas-tight liquid-storage tank is used for purposes
of flame protection and deterioration protection of the
storage liquid.
[0004] As shown in Fig. 10, when mounting both a
breathing valve system 103 and an isolating-gas regula-
tor 104 on the liquid-storage tank 101, they are separately
mounted on a roof 102 of the liquid-storage tank 101.
Fig. 10 shows an upstream pipe 105 of the isolating-gas,
a downstream pipe 106 coupling the isolating-gas regu-
lator 104 to the liquid-storage tank 101, and a control
pipe (pressure-sensitive pipe) 107 liquid-storage tank
101, and a control pipe (pressure-sensitive pipe) 107
connecting the liquid-storage tank 101 to the isolating-
gas regulator 104.
[0005] In the gas-tight liquid-storage tank 101, an in-
ternal gas pressure should be slightly higher than an out-
side atmosphere pressure and kept constant. Therefore,
it is necessary to control the isolating-gas supply so pre-
cisely as to supply the isolating-gas when the internal
gas pressure in the liquid-storage tank 101 is less than
a specified level. In the past, we suggested a high-pre-
cision isolating-gas regulator for the liquid-storage tank
described above in a patent document (Utility Model Doc-
ument No. JP, H04-13513, Y), and excellent results are
obtained.
[0006] Document US 2001/008146 A1 (GUARNERI
GEORGES) relates to a pressure-regulating device for
supplying a gas to a container comprising an inlet intend-
ed to be connected to a source of the said gas under
pressure, an outlet, connected by a duct to the said inlet
and intended to be placed in communication with the con-
tainer, a first valve for limiting the pressure at the said
outlet to a predetermined maximum value Ps, which

valve is a delivery valve placed in a first passage which
connects the said duct to an orifice for discharging inert
gas.
[0007] Document US-A-2 732 857 (P.C. JURS) relates
to devices for controlling or regulating flow of various flu-
ids. An improved flow control device is described which
is characterized in particular by its ability to maintain a
good fluid tight seal.
[0008] As shown in Fig. 10 of the present application,
and Fig. 1 of the patent document, for mounting the
breathing valve system 103 and the isolating-gas regu-
lator 104 on the liquid-storage tank 101, fitting holes
107a, 106a of the control pipe 107 and the downstream
pipe 106 should be drilled through a roof 102 of the liquid-
storage tank 101. Therefore, a piping-work costs a great
deal of money, and a large piping space is occupied for
mounting the breathing valve system 103 and the isolat-
ing-gas regulator 104 on the liquid-storage tank 101.
[0009] Further, when mounting on an existing liquid-
storage tank, the fitting holes 107a, 106a of the control
pipe 107 and the downstream pipe 106 are newly drilled
under limitations. Therefore, the existing liquid-storage
tank may be heavily modified. Resultingly, there is a prob-
lem that mounting the downstream pipe 106 and the con-
trol pipe 107 on the existing liquid-storage tank costs a
great deal of money.
[0010] Accordingly, an object of the present invention
is to provide a liquid-storage tank having no disadvan-
tages of the conventional gas-regulating unit described
above, and allowing an isolating-gas regulator to be
much easily mounted on the liquid-storage tank, to con-
siderably reduce a mounting cost, and to be mounted on
an existing liquid-storage tank without a heavy modifica-
tion work on a roof of the existing liquid-storage tank.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] In order to attain the object, according to the
present invention, there is provided a gas-regulating unit
for regulating an internal gas pressure in a gas-tight liq-
uid-storage tank comprising the features of claim 1.
[0012] The main gas-exhausting unit and the isolating-
gas regulator are integrally coupled in a manner that a
downstream pipe of the isolating-gas regulator is inserted
into the main gas-exhausting unit via a fitting port formed
on a valve chamber and is fixed.
[0013] In the gas-regulating unit for regulating the in-
ternal gas pressure in the gas-tight tank, the main gas-
exhausting unit is required to include the exhaust valve
for opening and exhausting gases from the gas-tight tank
when an internal gas pressure in the gas-tight tank in-
creases to more than the specified level, and the isolat-
ing-gas regulator supplies the isolating-gas to the gas-
tight tank when the internal gas pressure of the gas-tight
tank decreases to less than a specified level for control
the internal gas pressure to be a specified level.
[0014] For coping with a rapid change of the internal
gas pressure, preferably, a breathing valve system hav-
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ing the exhaust valve and an intake valve for taking the
outside atmosphere in accordance with the decrease of
the internal gas pressure in the gas-tight tank is adopted
for the main gas-exhausting unit.
[0015] In case that the breathing valve system is adopt-
ed for the main gas-exhausting unit, when the internal
gas pressure in the gas-tight tank increases to more than
the specified level, the exhaust valve opens and exhausts
gases from the gas-tight tank, and when the internal gas
pressure in the gas-tight tank rapidly decreases to less
than the specified level, the intake valve supplies the out-
side atmosphere to the gas-tight tank, while the isolating-
gas regulator sensing the decrease of the internal gas
pressure through the control pipe (pressure-sensitive
pipe) supplies the isolating-gas so as to increase the in-
ternal gas pressure to the specified level.
[0016] The downstream port of the exhaust valve of
the main gas-exhausting unit may be exposed to the out-
side atmosphere like a conventional breathing valve sys-
tem, or may be connected to a gas treatment unit for
treating an exhaust gas which may be a mixture of a
stored liquid vapor and the isolating-gas.
[0017] The internal gas pressure in the gas-tight tank
is sensed by an end of the control pipe of the isolating-
gas regulator being connected to the main gas-exhaust-
ing unit in the vicinity of the gas-tight tank. However, the
isolating-gas regulator finely regulates an isolating-gas
supply. Therefore, for preventing the isolating-gas regu-
lator from directly receiving the excessive internal gas
pressure in the gas-tight tank, an orifice is mounted in
between the end of the control pipe of the isolating-gas
regulator and the main gas-exhausting unit in the vicinity
of the gas-tight tank.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

Fig. 1 is a schematic front view showing a liquid-
storage tank, on which a breathing valve system con-
nected directly to an isolating-gas regulator is mount-
ed, according to a first embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 2 is a front view showing a gas-regulating unit
according to the first embodiment of the present in-
vention;
Fig. 3 is a partially sectional front view showing an
internal structure of a main gas-exhausting unit ac-
cording to the first embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
Fig. 4 is a sectional view showing an air-vent valve
as an exhaust valve according to a second embod-
iment of the present invention;
Fig. 5 is a section view taken on line A-A’ of Fig. 2
showing an orifice positioned in the vicinity of an end
of a control pipe;
Fig. 6 is a front view showing the breathing valve
system adopted for the main gas-exhausting unit ac-

cording to a third embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
Fig. 7 is a partially sectional front view showing the
breathing valve system adopted for the main gas-
exhausting unit according to the third embodiment
of the present invention;
Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional top view showing the iso-
lating-gas regulator according to the present inven-
tion;
Fig. 9 is a longitudinal-sectional front view showing
the isolating-gas regulator according to the present
invention; and
Fig. 10 is a schematic front view showing a conven-
tional configuration of the breathing valve system
and the isolating-gas regulator.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODI-
MENTS

First Embodiment

[0019] A first embodiment of a gas-regulating unit for
regulating an internal gas pressure in a gas-tight liquid-
storage tank according to the present invention will be
explained with reference to Figs. 1 to 9. As shown in Fig.
1, a liquid-storage tank 1 is a gas-tight tank in which
stored liquid is sealed from outside atmosphere by cov-
ering a top surface of the stored liquid with an isolating-
gas SG. A gas-regulating unit 10 for regulating an internal
gas pressure in the liquid-storage tank 1 is mounted on
a roof 2 of the liquid storage tank 1. As shown in Fig. 3,
the gas-regulating unit 10 includes: a main gas-exhaust-
ing unit 3 having an exhaust valve 8 for opening and
exhausting gases from the gas-tight tank 1 when the in-
ternal gas pressure in the gas-tight tank 1 increases to
more than a specified level; and an isolating-gas regula-
tor 4 for supplying the isolating-gas when an isolating-
gas pressure decreases to less than a specified level.
The main gas-exhausting unit 3 and the isolating-gas
regulator 4 are integrally coupled with each other.
[0020] Fig 3 shows an upstream pipe 5 and a down-
stream pipe 6 of the isolating-gas regulator 4. An end of
the downstream pipe 6 is protruded to an interior of the
main gas-exhausting unit 8 in the vicinity of the liquid-
storage tank via an elbow pipe 6a so that the isolating-
gas injected from the end of the downstream pipe 6 is
prevented from affecting a sensing of a control pipe 7
explained below. As shown in Fig. 2, an end of the control
pipe (pressure-sensitive pipe) 7 of the isolating-gas reg-
ulator 4 is connected to a valve chamber 11 of the main
gas-exhausting unit 3. Therefore, the internal gas pres-
sure of the gas-tight tank 1 is conducted to the isolating-
gas regulator 4 via an orifice 9 as shown in Fig. 5.
[0021] In this embodiment as shown in Fig. 3, the valve
chamber 11 of the main gas-exhausting unit 3 is formed
substantially in a T-shape by a main body 11a and a
fitting port 11b. The isolating-gas regulator 4 is attached
to the fitting port 11b. The downstream pipe 6 of the iso-
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lating-gas regulator 4 is inserted into the interior of the
valve chamber 11 via the fitting port 11b, and coupled by
a pipe coupler 12.
[0022] As shown in Fig. 3, a flange fitting 13 for mount-
ing the main gas-exhausting unit 3 on the roof 2 of the
gas-tight tank 1 is formed on a bottom end of the main
body 11a of the valve chamber 11. Further, an exhaust
port 14 is mounted on a top end of the main body 11a of
the valve chamber 11. The exhaust valve 8 of the exhaust
port 14 is an overlap type disc valve. A flange fitting 15
for connecting the main gas-exhausting unit 3 to a not-
shown gas treatment unit is formed on a downstream
part 8a of the exhaust valve 8. Therefore, it is possible
that an exhaust gas, which may be a mixture of a stored
liquid vapor and the isolating-gas, is treated by the gas
treatment unit via the flange fitting 15.

Second embodiment

[0023] Fig. 4 shows a second embodiment of the gas-
regulating unit 10, in which the exhaust port 14 has an
air-vent valve. In this embodiment, the exhaust gas is
directly released into the outside atmosphere. Fig 4
shows a cylindrical bird screen 16, a lifting ring 17 for
being lifted by such as a crane when the exhaust port 14
is mounted or unmounted.

Third embodiment

[0024] Figs. 6 and 7 show a third embodiment of the
gas-regulating unit 10, in which a breathing valve system
having the exhaust valve 8 described above and an in-
take valve 18 for taking the outside atmosphere in ac-
cordance with a decrease of the internal gas pressure in
the gas-tight tank 1 is adopted for a main gas-exhausting
unit 3. Figs. 6 and 7 respectively are a front view and a
partially sectional front view showing an internal structure
of the main gas-exhausting unit 3 of this embodiment.
[0025] According to the third embodiment, in the main
gas-exhausting unit 3 having a breathing valve system,
the valve chamber 11 is formed in a cross shape by the
main body 11a, the fitting port 11b, and an intake port
11c arranged symmetrical to the fitting port 11b. An intake
valve chamber 19 is attached to the intake port 11c. In
the intake valve chamber 19, an intake valve 18 is lifted
in accordance with a decrease of the internal gas pres-
sure in the gas-tight tank 1 to take the outside atmos-
phere. The breathing valve system main is adopted for
the gas-exhausting unit 3 by introducing the intake valve
18 as described above for the sake of decreasing a load
on the gas-tight tank 1 by coping with a rapid decrease
of the internal gas pressure in the gas-tight tank 1. The
intake valve 18 also is a disc valve.
[0026] A detailed explanation of the structure of the
gas-regulating unit 10 shown in Figs. 6 and 7 is omitted
because this structure is substantially the same as that
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 except the intake valve chamber
19. Additionally, as alternate long and two short dashes

lines shown in Figs 6 and 7, the flange fitting 15 is rotated
a quarter turn from that shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for avoiding
an interference with the intake port 11c.
[0027] Fig. 8 is a cross sectional top view showing the
isolating-gas regulator 4, and Fig. 9 is a longitudinal sec-
tional front view showing the same. A basic structure of
the isolating-gas regulator 4 is the same as that disclosed
in the patent document by the inventor of the present
invention (Utility Model Document No. JP, H04-13513,
Y). Figs. 8 and 9 show a fitting hole 20 for the upstream
pipe 5, a fitting hole 21 for the downstream pipe 6, and
a fitting hole 33 for connecting the other end of the control
pipe (pressure-sensitive pipe) 7.
[0028] This isolating-gas regulator 4 includes:

a main valve 25 for opening and closing a commu-
nicating path 24 communicating an inlet 22 to an
outlet 23 of the isolating-gas;
first and second diaphragms 27 and 28 attached to
a valve spindle 26 of the main valve 25;
a first pressure chamber 30 formed in between the
first and second diaphragms 27 and 28, and to which
the isolating-gas is supplied from the inlet 22 via a
bypass 29;
a second pressure chamber 31 partitioned by the
first diaphragm 27, and to which the isolating-gas is
supplied from the inlet 22 via a needle valve 32;
a pilot valve (not shown) being formed in between
the second pressure chamber 31 and the outlet 23
for opening and closing a gas flow path (not shown);
a third pressure chamber 35 partitioned by the third
diaphragm 34, and to which the isolating-gas is sup-
plied via the control pipe (pressure-sensitive pipe) 7
from the gas-tight tank 1; and
a connecting pipe 36 connecting the third diaphragm
34 to the pilot valve, and opening the pilot valve shut-
ting the gas flow path with the third diaphragm 34
which shifts upward corresponding to a pressure de-
crease in the third pressure chamber 35.

[0029] According to the configuration described
above, because the isolating-gas enters the first pressure
chamber 30 via the bypass 29 from the inlet 22, and en-
ters the second pressure chamber 31 via the needle valve
32, when the internal gas pressure of the gas-tight tank
1 remains constant, the pressures in the first and second
pressure chambers are equal. However, since an outside
of the second diaphragm 28 is exposed to the outside
atmosphere, a differential pressure caused by an output
gas from the second diaphragm 28 acts so as to close
the main valve 25. Owing to the control pipe 7, an internal
gas pressure in the third pressure chamber 35 is equal
to that in the gas-tight tank 1. Thereby, because the in-
ternal gas pressure of the gas-tight tank 1 remains con-
stant, the pilot valve closes the gas flow path.
[0030] In a condition described above, when the inter-
nal gas pressure of the gas-tight tank 1 is decreased, the
third diaphragm 34 is pushed up, and the pilot valve
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opens the gas flow path via the connecting pipe 36.
Thereby, the isolating-gas in the second pressure cham-
ber 31 is gradually exhausted to the outlet 23 and enters
the gas-tight tank 1 via the downstream pipe 6. The iso-
lating-gas is supplied to the second pressure chamber
31 from the inlet 22. However, since the needle valve 32
regulates an amount supplied to the second pressure
chamber 31, the internal gas pressure of the second pres-
sure chamber 31 is gradually decreased. Thereby, the
differential pressure between the first and second pres-
sure chambers 30, 31 gradually pushes down the main
valve 25 to a lower side of Fig. 8. Then, the communi-
cating path 24 is opened, and the inlet 22 communicates
with the outlet 23. Resultingly, a large quantity of the iso-
lating-gas is allowed to be supplied to the gas-tight tank 1.
[0031] A large liquid-storage tank is shown in the em-
bodiments described above, however, this invention also
is adopted to a small liquid-storage tank.
[0032] According to a gas-regulating unit for regulating
a gas pressure in a gas-tight liquid-storage tank of the
present invention, an isolating-gas covers a stored-liquid
surface, and an internal gas pressure in the gas-tight tank
is maintained at a specified level. When the internal gas
pressure in the gas-tight tank decreases to less than a
specified level by releasing the stored-liquid or fall of out-
side atmosphere temperature, the isolating-gas regulator
senses the decrease of the internal gas pressure in the
gas-tight tank through the control pipe, and opens a valve
to supply the isolating-gas to the gas-tight tank via a
downstream pipe. Thereby, the internal gas pressure in
the gas-tight tank is maintained at a specified level.
[0033] When the internal gas pressure in the gas-tight
tank increases to more than a specified level by receiving
the stored-liquid or fall of the outside atmosphere tem-
perature, the main gas-exhausting unit opens a valve of
the main gas-exhausting unit to exhaust a gas stored in
the gas-tight tank. Thereby, the internal gas pressure in
the gas-tight tank is maintained at a specified level.
[0034] Since the isolating-gas is connected directly to
the main gas-exhausting unit, mounting the main gas-
exhausting unit on a roof of the gas-tight tank is all that
is needed to mount the isolating-gas regulator on the
gas-tight tank. Therefore, it is not necessary to drill either
a fitting hole for the control pipe, or a fitting hole for the
downstream pipe of the isolating-gas regulator on the
gas-tight tank.
[0035] Therefore, the gas-regulating unit of the present
invention allows the isolating-gas regulator to be much
easily mounted on the liquid-storage tank, to considera-
bly reduce a mounting cost, and to be mounted on an
existing liquid-storage tank without a heavy modification
work on a roof of the existing liquid-storage tank. Further,
since the isolating-gas regulator and the main gas-ex-
hausting unit are easily disconnected from each other,
the gas-regulating unit of the present invention has an-
other effect that only the isolating-gas regulator is de-
tached for maintenance.

Claims

1. A gas-regulating unit (10) for regulating an internal
gas pressure in a gas-tight liquid-storage tank (1),
mountable on the gas-tight tank (1) in which stored
liquid is sealed from outside atmosphere by covering
a top surface of the stored liquid with an isolating-
gas including:

a main gas-exhausting unit (3) having a valve
chamber (11) and an exhaust valve (8) for open-
ing and exhausting gases from the gas-tight tank
(1) when an internal gas pressure in the gas-
tight tank (1) increases to more than a specified
level; and
an isolating-gas regulator (4) for supplying the
isolating-gas when an isolating-gas pressure
decreases to less than a specified level;
characterised
in that an end of a control pipe (7) of the isolat-
ing-gas regulator (4) is connected to the main
gas-exhausting unit (3) in the vicinity of the gas-
tight tank (1) via an orifice (9) of a main body
(11a) of the valve chamber (11); and
in that the main gas-exhausting unit (3) and the
isolating-gas regulator (4) are integrally coupled
with each other in such a manner that a down-
stream pipe (6) of the isolating-gas regulator (4)
is protruded to an interior of the main gas-ex-
hausting unit (3) in the vicinity of the gas-tight
tank (1) via an elbow pipe (6a) so that the iso-
lating-gas injected from the end of the down-
stream pipe (6) is prevented from effecting a
sensing of the control pipe (7).

2. The gas-regulating unit (10) for regulating the inter-
nal gas pressure in the gas-tight tank (1) as claimed
in claim 1,
wherein a breathing valve system having the exhaust
valve (8) and an intake valve (18) for taking the out-
side atmosphere in accordance with a decrease of
the internal gas pressure in the gas-tight tank (10)
is adopted for the main gas-exhausting unit (3).

3. The gas-regulating unit (10) for regulating the inter-
nal gas pressure in the gas-tight tank (1) as claimed
in any one of claims 1 or 2,
wherein a downstream port (8a) of the exhaust valve
(8) is exposed to the outside atmosphere.

4. The gas-regulating unit (10) for regulating the inter-
nal gas pressure in the gas-tight tank (1) as claimed
in any one of claims 1 to 2,
wherein a connecting part (15) is formed on the
downstream port (14) of the main gas-exhausting
unit (3) for connecting the main gas-exhausting unit
(3) to a gas treatment unit.
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Patentansprüche

1. Gasreguliereinrichtung (10) zum Regulieren eines
Gasinnendrucks in einem gasdichten Tank (1) zum
Lagern von Flüssigkeiten, welche auf dem gasdich-
ten Tank (1), in dem gelagerte Flüssigkeit von einer
Außenatmosphäre durch ein Abdecken einer oberen
Oberfläche der gelagerten Flüssigkeit mit einem Iso-
liergas abgeschlossen ist, montierbar ist und welche
beinhaltet:

eine Haupt-Gasauslasseinheit (3), die eine Ven-
tilkammer (11) und ein Auslassventil (8) zum
Öffnen und Auslassen von Gasen aus dem gas-
dichten Tank (1), wenn ein Gasinnendruck in
dem gasdichten Tank (1) auf mehr als einen vor-
gegebenen Wert anwächst, aufweist; und
eine Isoliergas-Reguliereinrichtung (4) zum Zu-
führen des Isoliergases, wenn ein Isoliergas-
druck auf weniger als einen vorgegebenen Wert
abfällt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass ein Ende einer Steuerleitung (7) der Iso-
liergas-Reguliereinrichtung (4) mit der Haupt-
Gasauslasseinheit (3) dem gasdichten Tank (1)
benachbart über eine Öffnung (9) eines Haupt-
körpers (11a) der Ventilkammer (11) verbunden
ist; und
dass die Haupt-Gasauslasseinheit (3) und die
Isoliergas-Reguliereinrichtung (4) miteinander
derart integral gekoppelt sind, dass eine strom-
abseitige Leitung (6) der Isoliergas-Regulierein-
richtung (4) in einen Innenraum der Haupt-Gas-
auslasseinheit (3) dem gasdichten Tank (1) be-
nachbart über ein Rohrknie (6a) derart vorsteht,
dass das aus dem Ende der stromabseitigen
Leitung (6) injizierte Isoliergas daran gehindert
wird, eine Messung der Steuerleitung (7) zu be-
einflussen.

2. Gasreguliereinrichtung (10) zum Regulieren des
Gasinnendrucks in dem gasdichten Tank (1) nach
Anspruch 1,
wobei ein atmendes Ventilsystem, welches das Aus-
lassventil (8) und ein Einlassventil (18) zum Aufneh-
men der Außenatmosphäre in Übereinstimmung mit
einem Rückgang des Gasinnendrucks in dem gas-
dichten Tank (10) aufweist, für die Haupt-Gasaus-
lass-einheit (3) vorgesehen ist.

3. Gasreguliereinrichtung (10) zum Regulieren des
Gasinnendrucks in dem gasdichten Tank (1) nach
irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, wobei eine
stromabseitige Öffnung (8a) des Auslassventils (8)
der Außenatmosphäre ausgesetzt ist.

4. Gasreguliereinrichtung (10) zum Regulieren des
Gasinnendrucks in dem gasdichten Tank (1) nach

irgendeinem der Ansprüche 1 bis 2,
wobei ein Verbindungsteil (15) an einer stromabsei-
tigen Öffnung (14) der Haupt-Gasauslasseinheit (3)
zum Verbinden der Haupt-Gasauslasseinheit (3) mit
einer Gasbehandlungseinheit ausgebildet ist.

Revendications

1. Unité de régulation de gaz (10) permettant de réguler
une pression de gaz interne dans un réservoir de
stockage de liquide étanche aux gaz (1), pouvant
être montée sur le réservoir étanche aux gaz (1) dans
lequel le liquide stocké est rendu étanche à l’atmos-
phère extérieure en recouvrant une surface supé-
rieure du liquide stocké d’un gaz isolant,
comprenant :

- une unité d’échappement de gaz principale (3)
dotée d’une boîte à soupape (11) et d’une sou-
pape d’échappement (8) permettant l’ouverture
et l’évacuation de gaz du réservoir étanche aux
gaz (1) lorsqu’une pression de gaz interne dans
le réservoir étanche aux gaz (1) augmente jus-
qu’à un niveau plus élevé qu’un niveau spécifié ;
et
- un régulateur de gaz isolant (4) permettant l’ali-
mentation en gaz isolant lorsqu’une pression de
gaz isolant diminue jusqu’à un niveau moins éle-
vé qu’un niveau spécifié ;

caractérisé en ce que
une extrémité d’une conduite de commande (7) du
régulateur de gaz isolant (4) est raccordée à l’unité
d’échappement de gaz principale (3) à proximité du
réservoir étanche aux gaz (1) via un orifice (9) d’un
corps principal (11a) de la boîte à soupape (11) ; et
en ce que
l’unité d’échappement de gaz principale (3) et le ré-
gulateur de gaz isolant (4) sont accouplés l’un à
l’autre en un seul bloc de telle façon qu’une conduite
aval (6) du régulateur de gaz isolant (4) fait saillie
vers l’intérieur de l’unité d’échappement de gaz prin-
cipale (3) à proximité du réservoir étanche aux gaz
(1) via un tube coudé (6a) de sorte que le gaz isolant
injecté à partir de l’extrémité de la conduite aval (6)
ne peut pas agir sur une détection de la conduite de
commande (7).

2. Unité de régulation de gaz (10) permettant de réguler
la pression de gaz interne dans le réservoir étanche
aux gaz (1) selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
un système de soupape de respiration présentant la
soupape d’échappement (8) et une soupape d’ad-
mission (18) pour la prise d’atmosphère extérieure
selon une diminution de la pression de gaz interne
dans le réservoir étanche aux gaz (10) est adopté
pour l’unité d’échappement de gaz principale (3).
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3. Unité de régulation de gaz (10) permettant de réguler
la pression de gaz interne dans le réservoir étanche
aux gaz (1) selon l’une des revendications 1 ou 2,
dans laquelle un orifice aval (8a) de la soupape
d’échappement (8) est exposé à l’atmosphère exté-
rieure.

4. Unité de régulation de gaz (10) permettant de réguler
la pression de gaz interne dans le réservoir étanche
aux gaz (1) selon l’une des revendications 1 à 2,
dans laquelle un élément de raccordement (15) est
formé sur l’orifice aval (14) de l’unité d’échappement
de gaz principale (3) pour raccorder l’unité d’échap-
pement de gaz principale (3) à une unité de traite-
ment des gaz.
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